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Abst ract - -Let  G = (V, E) be a graph with node set V, edge set E and IVI = n. A set S C V is 
an open h-dominating set if every node v~ 6 V is adjacent to at least h nodes in S. Consider a vector 
P = [Pl,P2 . . . .  ,P,] with p~ positive integers and Pi ~ deg(vi). A set S C V is an open P-dominating 
set if every vi 6 V is adjacent o at least Pl nodes in S. We develop a backtracking algorithm that 
finds the open P-domination umber of G, which is the smallest cardinality of an open P-dominating 
set. A comparative computational experiment is presented on arbitrary graphs of different sizes. 
Keywords - -Mu l t ip le  domination, Backtracking. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of domination in graphs was introduced formally by K6nig [1] and Ore [2]. Since then 
a tremendous volume of research work related to the concept of domination has been published. 
For an extensive bibliography see [3]. 
Here, we follow in general the notation and terminology given by Harary [4]. Let G = (V, E) 
be a graph with IV[ = n and [El = m. The open neighborhood N(v) of a node v 6 V is the set 
of all nodes adjacent o v. The closed neighborhood of v is the set N[v] = N(v) U {v}, The open 
and closed neighborhoods of a set S C V are defined by 
N(S) = U N(v) and N[S]= U N[v]" 
yES yES 
Each node v of G dominates itself and every node adjacent o u, i.e., all nodes in its closed 
neighborhood. A set S C V is a dominating set for G, if the union of the closed neighborhood of
the nodes in S is V : Uues N[v] = V. Thus, every node is dominated by at least one node in S. 
The cardinality of a minimum dominating set is the domination umber 7(G). 
Hedetniemi et al. [5,6] introduced the concept of open domination in a graph, which they called 
"total domination". A set S C V is called an open dominating set if U~es N(v) = V. Thus, 
every node is adjacent o some node in S. The smallest cardinality of an open dominating set 
is the open domination umber od (G). A set S C V is an h-tuple dominating set for G if for 
every u 6 V, we have IN[v] N S I > h (see [7]). Thus, every node is dominated by at least h nodes 
in S. The smallest cardinality of an h-tuple dominating set is the h-tuple domination umber 
denoted h(G). A set S c V is an open h-tuple dominating set for G if for every v 6 V we have 
IN(u) A SI _> h. Thus, every node is adjacent o at least h nodes in S. The smallest cardinality 
of such a set S is called open h-tuple domination umber and is written as odh(G). 
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Now, we generalize by considering a vector P = [Pl,P2,... ,Phi such that the p, are positive 
integers and p, _< deg(ui). A set S c V is an open P-dominating set if for every u, • V, we 
have IN(u) N S I > pi. Then the od (G, P), open P-domination umber, expresses the smallest 
number of nodes in an open P-dominating set. Thus, Odh(G) is the special case of od (G, P), 
where P = [h, h, . . . ,  h]. 
The following observations can be made. 
(i) For h < k, dh(G) <_ d~(G) and odh(G) _<odk(G). 
(ii) Given vector P = [Pl,P2,... ,pn] and given h _> p, for all i, every open h-tuple dominating 
set is an open P-dominating set so odh(G) _> od (G, P). 
Our purpose is to develop a depth first search procedure which determines the open P- 
domination umber od (G, P). It is evident hat the proposed algorithm can be used for the 
determination of odh(G) by considering that h = p,, for each i = 1, 2,... ,n. To our knowledge 
no such algorithm appears in the literature which determines the numbers odh(G) and od (G, P) 
for arbitrary graphs. 
The relations used in the algorithm are established in the next section. Section 3 gives a 
description of the algorithm followed by its presentation i a Pascal-like pseudolanguage. The 
last section consists of a computational experiment and the conclusions. 
2. OPEN P -DOMINAT ION 
Domination set problems are known to be NP-complete [8]. For the open P-dominating set, 
which is examined here, the related decision problem consists of determining whether a graph G 
has an open P-dominating set of size q or less. Clearly, the corresponding optimization problem 
of determining the open P-domination umber od (G, P) is NP-Hard. 
We use a depth first search technique to determine the number od (G, P). The technique 
consists of increasing and decreasing suitably an ordered set using elements of V until an open 
P-dominating set is obtained. We denote this set by Sk, where k is the number of elements in the 
set. Set Sk is also referred to as a partial solution. To each partial solution Sk, at a specific stage 
of the search, we associate the sets Q+(Sk) and Q-(Sk), where Q+(Sk) contains the elements of 
V - Sk that are candidates to increase Sk, while Q-(Sk) comprises the elements of V - Sk 
(i) that have been used in a previous phase to augment Sk, 
(ii) which will not lead to an optimal open P-dominating set due to the verification of an 
optimality test. 
Moreover, we denote by U(Sk) the subset of V, for which each node vi of U(Sk) does not 
satisfy its prescribed covering condition (pi-covering condition), i.e., 
U(Sk) = {v, e V : IN(v,) n S~l < p,}. 
It is clear that Sk is an open P-dominating set if and only if U(Sk) = 0. We establish conditions 
which interrelate the involved parameters. These conditions are used as pruning techniques in 
order to reduce the computational effort of the algorithm. 
Let ~'([P]) be the family of open P-dominating sets. 
PROPOSITION 1. If pi = IN(v,) N (Sk U Q+(Sk))[ for v, e Sk N U(Sk) and Q+(Sk) ~ @, then 
Sk C D • Y([P]) if and only i f&  U (N(v~) N Q+(Sk)) C_ D • ~'([P]). 
PROOF. Clearly p, = IN(v,) N (Sk U Q+(S~))] = IN(v,) N Ski + ]g(v~ N Q+(S~)I. The first term 
expresses the number of elements in S} adjacent to v,. Thus, to fulfill the p~-covering condition 
for u,, it is necessary for all the elements of N(u,) in Q+(S~) to be included in a partial solution 
which contains S} under the current status of Sk, Q-(Sk) and Q+(Sk). | 
PROPOSITION 2. I£ p, > IN(u,) n (Sk U Q+(Sk))I for u, • U(Sk) # 0 and Q+(Sk) ¢ 0, then 
any extension of Sk with elements of Q+(Sk) will not lead to an open P-dominating set, i.e., 
Sk C Sk kJ D ~ ~'([P]), where D C Q+(Sk). 
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PROOF. Any extension of Sk with elements of Q+(Sk) will not lead to an open P-dominating 
set, since the number of neighbours of vi in Q+(Sk) plus the number of neighbours of ui in Sk 
cannot achieve Pi (some neighbours of ui are included in Q-(Sk) at this stage). I 
COROLLARY 2A. If  N ( Q+ ( S~ )) N V ( Sk ) = O, for Q+ ( Sk ) ~ 0 and U ( Sk ) ~ O, and D C Q+ ( Sk ) 
then Sk C 5'k U D ¢ ~'([P]). 
This follows from the fact that set U(Sk) will not be reduced in any augmentation o£ Sk with 
elements of Q+ ( Sk ). 
PROPOSITION 3. Ifpi < IN(~,~) n (Sk U Q+(S~))I for ui e U(Sk) # 0 and Q+(Sk) # 0, then for 
some uj E N(vi) n Q+(Sk) we have IN(vj) N U(Sk)I > O. 
PROOF. We know that p~ < IN(~)n~kl+lN(~)nQ+(Sk))l. From the fact that ui e U(Sa) wesee 
that IN(~)nSkl < p~. Thus, IN(~)nQ+(Sk))I > 0 and there exists a node vj ~ N(ui)NQ+(S~). 
Since t,i ~ U(Sk) and ~i E N(~j), we get IN(uj) n U(S~)I > 0 for some ~j ~ N(vi) N Q+(Sk). I 
3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 
Before applying a branching for increasing Sk, Proposition 2 is applied to make sure that Sk 
may lead to an open P-dominating set. As we pointed out previously, a set Sk is an open P- 
dominating set if and only if U(Sk) = O. Thus, our aim is to accelerate the fulfillment of this last 
condition. Therefore, the node ui E Q+(Sk), which causes the largest reduction of set U(Sk), is 
selected uring the branching operation so as to extend Sk, i.e., the branching node ui satisfies 
the following relation 
a = IN(u~) n u(sk)l = max {IN(u.~) n U(Sk)I}. 
u~ eQ+ (s~) 
The number a is always positive. This follows from Proposition 3 since at this stage Proposition 2
has been applied. 
When a branching node ui E Q+(Sk) is selected, a sequence R°(v~),Rl(u~),...,Rq(ui), of 
nonempty sets is formed. Every RJ(ui), j > 1 is constructed from RJ-l(u~) using a recursive 
procedure; the procedure continues until an empty set is reached. We assume that R°(ui) = {ui} 
and 
Rl(ui) = {uj: uj e (N(ui) n Q+(Sk)), such that Pi = IN(u0 n (Sk u Q+(Sk)) I}, 
R2(vi) = {uj:  uj E ((N(ui) A Q+(Sk)) - Rl(ui)),  VVr e Rl(ui), for which 
pr= IN(v4 n u Q+(Sk))l}, 
Rq(vi) = u j :u je  N(ur) NQ+(Sk)) - URJ(v i )  , VurERq-l(ui), forwhich 
5=0 / 
p,.= IN(v,.)n(skuQ+(,gD)[ },  
_~+t(v~) = 0. 
Obviously Nq=o RJ(ui) = 0. When branching at vi~ E Q+(Sk), the partial solution Sk is aug- 
mented by the nodes that belong to the union of the sets of the above sequence, which we denote 
by RR = Uq=0 RJ(ui). Thus, the successive application of Proposition 1 leads to an accelerated 
convergence to an open P-dominating set. 
Before increasing Sk with the h elements of RR an optimality test is performed so as to verify 
the satisfaction of relation [Sk[+ [RR[ > [S*[, where [S*[ is the minimum cardinality of an 
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open P-dominating set found so far. If the above relation holds then the procedure backtracks, 
otherwise it sets St *-- S~URR, where t = k+h.  When the algorithm backtracks from element u~t , 
it will skip the h last elements of St. Therefore, a pointer is kept for the last inserted element of 
RR in order to indicate the position (k + 1) of element u~(~+l) which led to the insertion of the 
remaining nodes of RR. For this reason we define a linear array B = Ibm] of n elements. After 
increasing Sk with the h elements of RR we set bt ~- k + 1. 
Algor i thm 
procedure  preprocess ing(dominated) ;  
{add to Sk every vj E N(u~), where ui E V and deg(ui) = p~} begin 
For every u~ e V such that deg(u~) = p~ do begin 
For every uj E N(ui) do begin 
k :-- k + 1; Sk := Sk-1 U {vj}; Q+(Sk):= Q+(Sk-1) - {vj}; 
Q-(&)  := Q- (&- I )  u {vj}; 
end; 
u(&)  := u(&- l )  - {vJ; 
end; 
B[k] := 1; 
if k = IVI then begin 
S* := Sk; dominated := true; 
end; 
end; 
procedure  proposit ion_l(vik, RR, bound) ;  {Proposition I) 
begin 
q:=0; Rq := {vih}; RR:=Rq; 
While R q <> 0 and not bound do begin 
q : - -q+l ;  
Rq(uih) := (x : x • (N(ui) n Q+(Sk) - RR), Vui e Rq-1(u(k), 
for which p, = IN(ui) n (sk u Q+(SD)I}; 
RR := RR U Rq(vi~); 
If ]Ski + IRRI > 18"1 then bound := true; {optimality test) 
end; 
end; 
procedure  Branch(bound) ;  
begin 
bound := false; 
If Q,+(Sk) = 0 then bound := true 
else If ISkl + 1 >_ IS*{ then bound := true; {optimality test} 
else begin 
Select v~ k E Q+(Sk) such that 
IN(ui~) n U(Sk)l = max {IN(u#) n U(SDI} {Proposition 3} 
proposition_l (ui~, RR, bound); 
if not bound then begin 
t := k + IRRI; st := Sk u RR; Q+(St) := Q+(Sk) - RR; 
Q-(St) := Q-(Sk) u RR; 
U(St) := fJ(S~) - {IN(v~) n Stl _> p~, V~j e U(Sk)}; 
B[t]:=k + 1; k:=t; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
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procedure Backtrack(dominated); 
begin 
Continue := false; 
Repeat 
kb := B[k]; 
If kb _< 1 then dominated := true 
else begin 
For every # E {kb, kb + 1,.. . ,  k} do begin 
s~_~ := s~ - {~,.}; Q+(S~_~):= Q+(s~_~) - {~. }; 
Q-(S~_I) :=Q-(S~_I) o {~. }; 
U(S~_I) := U(S._,) u {IN(v~) n S.-,I < Pj, Vvj • U(S._,)}; 
end; 
k:=kb-  1; 
For every v~ 6 Uk and not Continue do 
Ifpi > IN(u~) n (Sk U Q+(Sk)l then Continue := true; 
Until not Continue; 
end; 
begin {main part} 
k:=0; S0:=O; Q+(So):=v; Q-(So):=O; g: - -v;  IS*l:=V; dominated := false; 
preprocessing(dominated); 
While not dominated o begin 
repeat 
branch(bound); 
If not bound then 
If U(Sk) = 0 then begin 
S* :=Sk; bound := true; 
end; 
until bound; 
backtrack(dominated); 
end; 
write (S*, IS*I); 
end. 
{Proposition ~} 
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT- -  
CONCLUSIONS 
The computational experiment was performed on random graphs of 20, 40, 60 nodes and with 
diverse densities. These graphs were generated by means of a function that produces numbers in 
a uniform distribution. The algorithm of Section 3 was implemented in Fortran 77 and run on a 
VAX 3100 computer. 
The results are illustrated in two table sets. The first table set corresponds to values of 
h = 1, 2, 3,4 and refers to the determination f the open h-tuple domination umber odh(G), 
while the second table set refers to the detection of the open P-domination umber od (G, P) 
for different ranges of p~ uniformly generated by the use of the same function as above. All 
time measurements are in seconds. The columns entitled P1 and P2 show the number of times 
Propositions 1 and 2 have been verified. We solved five distinct problems for each problem case. 
The results in the tables represent the means of the output for these problems. In the first table 
set we observed small differences between the results produced for diverse graphs with the same 
n, d, and h. In the second table set and for diverse graphs with the same n, d, and range of p~ 
the differences between the cardinality of the obtained open P-domination umbers was always 
at most 2. The differences in execution time exhibited a deviation of order 200%. For all cases 
OU~ 3S:8-£ 
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of the first set table, the execution time increases along with values of h. This characteristic is 
expected, due tothe first observation f the introduction, since the computation of odh(G) can 
Table 1. The  symbol  * means excessive. 
(a). Comput ing  t imes in seconds to detect odh(G) 
for d = 0.4. 
n h IS*l P1 
1 3 1 
2 5 5 
20 
3 9 5 
4 12 38 
1 3 2 
2 6 2106 
40 
3 8 17038 
4 11 220639 
1 4 322 
2 6 37221 
6O 
3 
4 
(b). Comput ing  t imes in seconds to detect odh(G)  
for d = 0.6. 
P2 T ime n h [S*l P1 
9 0.02 1 2 0 
88 0.04 2 3 1 
20 
89 0.04 3 5 19 
135 0.06 4 7 111 
22 0.3 1 2 0 
9979 41.6 2 4 112 
40 
119010 338.6 3 5 776 
1492708 2871.0 4 7 18804 
829 21.42 1 2 0 
125494 1941.0 2 4 306 
60 
* 3 6 49443 
* 4 
(c). Comput ing  t imes in seconds to detect 
n h IS ' l  P1 P2 
1 2 1 0 
2 3 12 3 
20 
3 4 40 63 
4 5 145 276 
1 2 0 I 
2 3 11 25 
40 
3 4 56 515 
4 6 11062 35403 
1 2 0 1 
2 3 0 54 
60 
3 4 833 588 
4 5 1659 25464 
Table 2. 
(a). Comput ing  t imes in seconds to detect od (G, P)  
for d -- 0.3. 
n p~ IS*l  P1 P2 
1-5 i i  21 54 
20 1-6 11 10 16 
1-9 12 2 37 
1-12 26 305 2006 
40 1-14 32 29 312 
2-12 24 445 6506 
2-17 49 3031 22949 
60 2-18 47 253 4119 
2-19 46 365 9096 
oda(G) for d = 0.8. 
T ime 
0.01 
0.06 
0.31 
0.89 
0.07 
1.2 
12.4 
439.0 
0,31 
7.4 
116.8 
855.0 
T ime 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
1.0 
0.12 
3.1 
13.2 
3.1 
0.5 
P2 Time 
1 0.01 
11 0.03 
165 0.24 
616 0.64 
1 0.02 
377 5.0 
3523 36.0 
119749 682.0 
1 0.22 
981 53.1 
189397 4680.0 
(b). Computing times in seconds to detect od (G, P)  
for d = 0.5. 
n p~ IS*l P1 P2 
1-8 15 42 195 
20 2-10 14 62 446 
2-11 20 1 0 
2-17 31 87 1663 
40 2-18 30 2517 21837 
2-20 29 22050 195988 
2-28 54 12 169 
60 2-29 51 0 13 
1-38 52 978 8240 
T ime 
0.07 
0.13 
0.01 
0.8 
14.4 
113.1 
0.1 
0.01 
11.19 
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Table 2. (cont.) 
(c). Computing times in seconds to detect od (G, P) for d = 0.8. 
115 
n pi [S* I P1 P2 Time 
2-11 16 227 520 0.28 
20 2-13 15 132 447 0.23 
2-14 15 152 312 0.21 
2-28 33 4614 28949 23.1 
40 2-29 32 1859 106094 78.0 
2-32 37 546 6831 4.93 
3-44 58 0 0 0.01 
60 3-47 58 0 1 0.01 
3-49 57 0 0 0.01 
be considered as a subproblem of detect ing odk(G) when h < k for the same graph. The 
meaningful  deviat ion of the execution t ime for the same problem case in the second set of tables 
can be explained by the fact that  the covering condit ion imposed on each node of G is less uniform 
than  for the first table set, where every node must be h-covered. 
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